Modeling and simulation of pulsatile blood flow with a physiologic wave pattern.
This article presents a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to analyze pulsatile blood flow in a human artery. The model assumes the vessel as being a straight wall tube, and the blood flow is considered to be incompressible, Newtonian, and axisymmetric. Physiologically realistic resting conditions were adopted for the simulation tests. The main objective was to identify regions where pulsatile effects were significant. Velocity profiles were obtained for both normal and stenosed vessels. The results have shown that, for normal vessels, pulsatile effects prevail close to the vessel wall. The presence of stenosed sections resulted in flow alterations, with flow recirculation areas changing both size and location during the cardiac cycle. These results are especially important in the design of artificial organs. The knowledge of the flow pattern in complex geometries such as artificial hearts, prosthetic valves, and ventricular assist devices can help avoid or minimize thrombogenesis and hemolysis.